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Sub-Hopf algebras of the Steenrod algebra and the Singer
transfer

LÊ MINH HÀ

The Singer transfer provides an interesting connection between modular represen-
tation theory and the cohomology of the Steenrod algebra. We discuss a version of
“Quillen stratification” theorem for the Singer transfer and its consequences.
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1 Introduction

Let A denote the mod 2 Steenrod algebra (see Steenrod and Epstein [28]). The
problem of computing its cohomology H�;�.A/ is of great importance in algebraic
topology, for this bigraded commutative algebra is the E2 term of the Adams spectral
sequence (see Adams [1]) converging to the stable homotopy groups of spheres. But
despite intensive investigation for nearly half a century, the structure of this coho-
mology algebra remains elusive. In fact, only recently was a complete description of
generators and relations in cohomological dimension 4 given, by Lin and Mahowald
[12; 11]. In higher degrees, several infinite dimensional subalgebras of H�.A/ have
been constructed and studied. The first such subalgebra [1], called the Adams subal-
gebra, is generated by the elements hi 2H 1;2i

.A/ for i � 0. Mahowald and Tangora
[14] constructed the so-called wedge subalgebra which consists of some basic gener-
ators, propagated by the Adams periodicity operator P1 and by multiplication with a
certain element g2H 4;20.A/1. The wedge subalgebra was subsequently expanded by
another kind of periodicity operator M , discovered by Margolis, Priddy and Tangora
[16]. On the other hand, perhaps the most important result to date on the structure
of H�.A/ is a beautiful theorem of Palmieri [24] which gives a version of the fa-
mous Quillen stratification theorem in group cohomology for the cohomology of the
Steenrod algebra. Loosely speaking, Palmieri’s theorem says that modulo nilpotent
elements, the cohomology of the Steenrod algebra is completely determined by the
cohomology of its elementary sub-Hopf algebras. The underlying ideas in both type

1This element is also denoted as g1 in literature.
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of results mentioned above are the same: One can obtain information about H�;�.A/
by studying its restriction to various suitably chosen sub-Hopf algebras of A.

In this paper, we take up this idea to investigate the Singer transfer [27]. To describe
this map, we first need some notation. We work over the field F2 and let Vn denote
the elementary abelian 2–group of rank n. It is well-known that the mod 2 homology
H�.BVn/ is a divided power algebra on n generators. Furthermore, there is an action
of the group algebra AŒGL.n; F2/�, where the Steenrod algebra acts by dualizing the
canonical action in cohomology, and the general linear group GL.n/ WD GL.n; F2/

acts by matrix substitution. Let SA be the augmentation ideal of A. Let PAH�.BVn/

be the subring of H�.BVn/ consisting of all elements that are SA–annihilated. In [27],
Singer constructed a map from this subring to the cohomology of the Steenrod algebra

TrAn W PAH�.BVn/�!H n;nC�.A/;

in such a way that the total transfer TrA D
L

n TrAn is a bigraded algebra homomor-
phism with respect to the product by concatenation in the domain and the usual Yoneda
product for the Ext group. Moreover, there is a factorization through the coinvariant
ring ŒPAH�.BVn/�GL.n/ ,

PAH�.BVn/
T rAn

//

q
((RRRRRRRRRRRRRR H n;nC�.A/;

ŒPAH�.BVn/�GL.n/

'An
66

and 'A D
L

n�0 '
A
n is again a homomorphism of a bigraded algebra. The map TrA

can be thought of as the E2 page of the stable transfer B.Z=2/nC! S0 (see Mitchell
[21]) hence the name “transfer”. Singer computed this map in small ranks, and found
that 'An is an isomorphism for n � 2. Later, Boardman [4], with additional calcula-
tions by Kameko [10], showed that 'A

3
is also an isomorphism. In fact, Singer has

conjectured that 'A is always a monomorphism. Our main interest in this paper is the
image of 'A . It appears from the calculations above that the image of the transfer TrA

is a large, interesting and accessible subalgebra of H�;�.A/. In particular, this image
contains the Adams subalgebra on generators hi . Our calculation strongly suggests
that 'A also detects many elements in the wedge subalgebra. In fact, in some sense,
elements in the wedge subalgebra have a better chance to be in the image of the transfer
than others.

The study of the Singer transfer is intimately related to the problem of finding a
minimal set of generators for the cohomology ring H�.BVn/ as a module over the
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Steenrod algebra2. The A–indecomposables in H�.BVn/ were completely calculated
by Peterson [26] for n � 2, and by Kameko [10] for nD 3, and in “generic degrees”
for all n by Nam [23]. Here we prefer to work with the dual PAH�.BVn/ because
of its ring structure, and also because we are interested in the algebra structure by
considering this subring for all n. We should mention that Smith and Meyer [18] have
recently found a surprising connection between the subring PAH�.BVn/ and a certain
type of Poincaré duality quotient of the polynomial algebra, a subject of great interest
in modular invariant theory.

An important ingredient in Kameko’s calculation [10] of theA–generators for H�.BV3/

is the existence of an operator

Sq0
W PAHd .BVn/! PAH2dCn.BVn/;

for all d; n � 0. To explain the notation, recall that there are Steenrod operationsfSq
i

acting on the cohomology of any cocommutative Hopf algebra (see May [17]
or Liulevicius [13]) such that the operation fSq

0
is not necessarily the identity. It

turns out that Kameko’s operation commutes with fSq
0

via the Singer transfer (see
Boardman [4]). This key property is used by Bruner, Hà and Hưng [5] to show that the
family of generators gi 2 H 4;�.A/ is not in the image of the transfer. As a result, 4

is the first degree where 'A
4

is not an epimorphism. In another direction, Carlisle and
Wood [6] showed that as a vector space, the dimension of PAHd .BVn/ is uniformly
bounded; that is, it has an upper bound which depends only on n. It follows that some
sufficiently large iteration of the endomorphism Sq0 must become an isomorphism.
In fact, Hưng [7] showed that the number of iterations needed is precisely .n�2/. This
beautiful observation allowed him to obtain many further information on the image of
the Singer transfer. Among other results, Hưng showed that for each n�5, 'An is not an
isomorphism in infinitely many degrees (the same conclusion for 'A

4
can be deduced

from the main result of [5].) Moreover, using some computer calculations by Bruner
(using MAGMA) and by Shpectorov (using GAP), Hưng also made a comprehensive
analysis of the image of the transfer in rank 4 and gave a conjectural list of elements in
H 4;�.A/ that should, or should not, be in the image of '4 provided Singer’s conjecture
is true in rank 4.

Despite these successful calculations, it seems that one has arrived at the computa-
tion limit on both sides of the Singer transfer. What we really need now are some
global results on the structure of the graded algebra

L
n PAH�.BVn/. This paper is

the first step in our investigation of the multiplicative structure of the graded algebra
PAH�.BV�/ using suitably chosen sub-Hopf algebras of A. We shall show that the

2This problem is called “the hit problem” in the literature (see Wood [31]).
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tranfer can be constructed not only for the Steenrod algebra, but also any of its sub-Hopf
algebras. We then propose a conjecture which is the analog of the Quillen stratifica-
tion theorem for PAH�.BV�/. We also make some calculations for the transfer with
respect to an important class of sub-Hopf algebras of A. One of the main results in
this paper is the following application to the study of the original Singer transfer that,
in our opinion, demonstrates the potential power of our approach.

Theorem 1.1 (i) The element g2H 4;24.A/ is not in the image of the Singer transfer.
(ii) The elements d0 2H 4;18.A/ and e0 2H 4;21.A/ are in the image of the Singer
transfer.

We refer to Mahowald–Tangora [14] and Zachariou [33] for detailed information about
the generators that appear in this theorem. The fact that g , and in fact the whole family
of generators gi D .fSq

0
/ig , are not in the image of the Singer transfer was already

proven in [5]. We give a different proof, which is much less computational. The
second part of our theorem is new and give an affirmative answer to a part of Hưng’s
conjecture [7, Conjecture 1.10]. It should be noted that our method seems applicable
to many other generators in the wedge subalgebra, but the calculation seems much
more daunting.

Organization of the paper The first two sections are preliminaries. In Section 1,
we recall basic facts about the Steenrod algebra and its sub-Hopf algebras. Detailed
information about the action of the operation P s

t on H�.BVn/ is also given. In Section
3, we present a convenient resolution, called the Hopf bar resolution by Anderson and
Davis [3], to compute the cohomology of a Hopf algebra. This resolution is then used
to construct a chain-level representation of the Singer transfer for any sub-Hopf algebra
B of A. The idea of using this particular resolution to study the Singer transfer is due
to Boardman [4] (See also Minami [20].) The remaining three sections are related,
but independent of each other and can be read separately. We present our stratification
conjectures for the domain of the Singer transfer in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to
properties of the B –transfer for various sub-Hopf algebras B of A. Section 6 contains
the proof of Theorem 1.1, which is one of the main applications of our approach.
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conversations and to Nguyễn Sum for pointing out an error in one of my calculations
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2 Sub-Hopf algebras of the Steenrod algebra

In this section, we review some basic facts about the Milnor basis of the Steenrod
algebra and the classification of sub-Hopf algebras of A. There are several excellent
references on these materials in literature; among them we highly recommend Margo-
lis’s book [15] and Palmieri’s memoir [25]. The original sources are Milnor [19] and
Anderson and Davis [3].

2.1 Milnor’s generators

It is generally more convenient to describe sub-Hopf algebras of the Steenrod algebra
in terms of their dual, as quotient algebras of the dual Steenrod algebra A� . We recall
some necessary materials about the dual of the Steenrod algebra. According to Milnor
[19], there is an algebra isomorphism

A� Š F2Œ�0; �1; : : : ; �n; : : : �;

where �t is in degree 2t � 1, and �0 is understood to be the unit 1. The coproduct �
is given by

(2–1) �.�n/D
X

i

�2i

n�i ˝ �i :

For any s � 0 and t > 0, let P s
t 2A denote the dual of �2s

t . These generators are very
important for our purpose. We briefly review some of their fundamental properties. If
s< t , then P s

t is a differential, ie .P s
t /

2D 0. The effect of P s
t on H�.RP1/Š F2Œx�

is completely determined by the formula

P s
t x2k

D x2sCt

if k D s , and zero for all k ¤ s . Let bk 2H�.BZ=2/ denote the dual of xk . We will
be working extensively with the dual action which reads

(2–2) bkP s
t D

�
k � 2s.2t � 1/

2s

�
bk�2s.2t�1/;

where binomial coefficients are taken modulo 2. Write 2s 2 k if 2s appears in the
binary expansion of k and 2s … k if the opposite happens. We will need the following
simple but useful lemma.
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Lemma 2.1 With the notation as above,

(i) bkP s
t D 0 if and only if either k < 2sCt , or k � 2sCt and 2s 2 k .

(ii) bk is in the image of P s
t if and only if k � 2sCt and 2s 2 k .

Proof
�
k�2s.2t�1/

2s

�
is non-zero if and only if k � 2sCt , and 2s 2 k�2s.2t �1/. The

latter condition is clearly equivalent to 2s … k .

2.2 Sub-Hopf algebras of the Steenrod algebra

We are mainly interested in two families of sub-Hopf algebra of A: the elementary
ones, which essentially play similar role as elementary abelian subgroups in group
cohomology; and the normal ones, which serve as intermediate between the elementary
sub-Hopf algebra and the whole Steenrod algebra.

Let A be a Hopf algebra. A sub-Hopf algebra E � A is called elementary if it is
bicommutative, and e2D 0 for any element e in the augmentation ideal xE of E . This
definition is due to Wilkerson [29, page 138]. We now specialize to the case ADA.
Each elementary sub-Hopf algebra E of A is isomorphic, as an algebra, to the exterior
algebra on the operation P s

t s that it contains. In particular,

(2–3) H�.E/Š F2ŒhtsjP
s
t 2E�;

where hts is represented by Œ�2s

t � in the cobar complex for E , so jhtsjD .1; 2
s.2t�1//.

Among these elementary sub-Hopf algebras, the maximal ones have the form

(2–4) E.m/� DA� =.�1; : : : ; �m�1; �
2m

m ; �2m

mC1; : : : /;

for each m � 1. Equivalently, E.m/ is generated by those P s
t for which s <m � t .

We now discuss normal sub-Hopf algebras of A. We say that a sub-Hopf algebra
B is normal in A if the left and the right ideal generated by xB are equal; that is,
xBA D A xB . If B is normal in A, then one can define the quotient Hopf algebra
A ==B as A˝B F2D F2˝BA. The short exact sequence of vector spaces B!A!
A ==B is called a Hopf algebra extension. Of course, this definition applies not just
for the Steenrod algebra, but also to any cocommutative Hopf algebra over F2 . The
normal sub-Hopf algebras of A are completely classified (see Margolis [15, Theorem
15.6]). They correspond to non-decreasing sequences n1 � n2 � � � � � 1 via the
correspondence

.n1; n2; n3; : : : /!A� =.�2n1

1 ; �2n2

2 ; �2n3

3 : : : /:

In particular, maximal elementary sub-Hopf algebras E.m/ are normal in A. The
union of E.m/s, denoted by D , turns out to be another normal sub-Hopf algebra of
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A. In fact, as observed by Palmieri [24], there is a whole sequence of normal sub-Hopf
algebras, starting at D

(2–5) D D
\
m

D.m/! � � � !D.m/!D.m� 1/ � � � !D.1/!D.0/DA;

where D.m/ is defined in terms of its dual as follows,

(2–6) D.m/� DA� =.�2
1 ; �

4
2 ; : : : ; �

2m

m /:

In other words, D.m/ is generated by the operations P s
t s where either t > m or

s < t � m. The quotient D.m � 1/==D.m/ is the exterior algebra on generators
PmCi

m , i � 0. In particular, D.m� 1/==D.m/ is (2m.2m� 1/� 1)-connected.

3 Construction of the B –transfer

Let B be any sub-Hopf algebra of A. Clearly B is also a graded connected and cocom-
mutative, so that results from Section 3 can be applied to B. We will construct a chain
level representation PBH�.BVn/! . xB�/n for the analogue of the Singer transfer for
any sub-Hopf algebra B of A. We begin with a review of the so-called (reduced)
Hopf bar resolution that we will use.

3.1 Hopf bar resolution

Let A be a graded cocommutative connected Hopf algebra over F2 and let M be an
A–module. We denote by �W A˝A!A the product and �W A!A˝A the coproduct
maps. In this section, we present the (normalized) Hopf bar construction of A for M ,
introduced by Anderson and Davis [3], to calculate the cohomology H�;�.A;M / of
A with coefficient in M . This construction is functorial with respect to maps between
Hopf algebras as well as maps between A–modules when A is fixed. This particular
resolution is well-suited to our purposes rather than the usual bar resolution because,
as we shall see later, there exists an explicit description of the representing map for the
transfer.

Observe that if A is a cocommutative connected Hopf algebra, then the tensor product
of any two A–modules is again an A–module via the coproduct �. Let xA be the
augmentation ideal of A. From the obvious short exact sequence of A–modules 0!
xA!A! F2! 0, tensoring (over F2 ) with xA˝k ˝M (from now on, we will write
xAk instead of xA˝k to avoid clustering) and splicing together the resulting short exact

sequences, we obtain a chain complex H.M / which is visibly exact:

(3–1) � � � !A˝ xAk
˝M !A˝ xA.k�1/

˝M ! � � � !A˝M !M:
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We claim that H.M / is an A–free resolution of M . Indeed, it suffices to verify that
A˝ xAk ˝M is a free A–module for each k � 0. This is not quite as obvious as it
seems because by its construction, the A–module structure of A˝ xAk˝M is via the
iterated coproduct. However, this A–action can be modified by mean of a well-known
trick that for any A–module N , the usual (ie A–module structure via coproduct) A–
module A˝N is isomorphic to the A–module A˝ tN where A acts only on the
copy of A, and tN signifies the same F2 –vector space N , but with trivial A–action
(see Anderson and Davis [3, Proposition 2.1]).

Let M � D HomF2
.M; F2/ be the F2 –linear dual of M . Taking HomA.H.M /; F2/

and simplify, we obtain a cochain complex

0�!M � @0
�! xA�˝M � @1

�! � � � �! . xA�/k ˝M � @k
�! . xA�/.kC1/

˝M �
�! � � � :

whose homology is H�;�.AIM /. Since we have modified the A–action on A˝ xAk˝

M , the differential @0 becomes a kind of twisted coaction map,

@0W M
� ˛�
�! xA�˝M �

�˝id
�! xA�˝M �;(3–2)

where ˛W A˝M !M is the map that defines the A–module structure on M. There
is similar description for @k , k > 0. Namely, if m 2M � with ˛�.m/D

P
� a�˝m� ,

then

(3–3) @k.a1j � � � jak jm/D
X
�

X
�.a01 � � � a

0
ka�/ja

00
1j � � � ja

00
k jm� :

if ��.ai/D
P

a0i ˝ a00i (See Anderson and Davis [3, pages 320–321].) In particular,
if M D F2 , then equation (3–3) becomes

(3–4) @k.a1j � � � jak/D
X

.�.a01 � � � a
0
k/ja

00
1j � � � ja

00
k/:

3.2 Construction of the B –transfer

We begin with the existence of the B –transfer.

Theorem 3.1 Let B be a sub-Hopf algebra of A. For each n� 0, there exists a map

PBH�.BVn/
TrB

n
�!H n;nC�.B/;

natural with respect to B , such that it factors through the coinvariant ring

PBH�.BVn/
TrB

n
//

q
))RRRRRRRRRRRRRR H n;nC�.B/:

ŒPBH�.BVn/�GL.n/

'B
n

66
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Furthermore, the total B–transfer 'B D
L

n '
B
n is a homomorphism of bigraded

algebras.

Proof A careful look at Singer’s construction shows that his proof also works for any
sub-Hopf algebra B of A. We follow Boardman’s approach because it provides an
explicit description of a map PBH�.BVn/! . xB�/n which represents TrB

n .

To begin, we need to introduce several A–modules related to PDF2Œx�DH�.BZ=2/.
Let yP be obtained from P by formally adding a basis element x�1 in degree �1 and
equip yP with an A–action such that it is the unique extension of the A–action on P

that also satisfies the Cartan formula. According to the referee, yP was first introduced
by Adams in [2].

Let yf be the A–epimorphism A ! yP such that yf .1/ D x�1 . Denote by f its
restriction to SA. It is clear that f maps into P . Moreover, f is B –linear for any
sub-Hopf algebra B of A. On the other hand, the inclusion B!A provides A with
a B –module structure, so the dual A*!B� is a map of right B –modules. It follows
that the following composition is a map of right B –modules:

(3–5) f B
n W H�.BVn/

f
˝n
�
�! .SA�/n! . xB�/n:

The image of this map of any B –annihilated element in H�.BVn/ is a cocycle in the
Hopf resolution for B . Thus f B

n induces a map

TrB
n W PBH�.BVn/�!H n;nC�.B/;

which is our version of the Singer transfer for the sub-Hopf algebra B . It is clear that
the construction just described is natural with respect to B .

Singer’s proof that Trn factors through GL.n/ coinvariants is very simple and elegant.
Recall that GL.n/ is generated by the symmetric group †n and an element denoted
by � of order 3 in GL.2/, considered as a subgroup of GL.n/ in the obvious way.
In terms of the chain-level map that we have just constructed, the fact that Trn factors
through †n –coinvariants is precisely because the Steenrod algebra A is cocommuta-
tive. That Tr2 is invariant under � seems much less obvious. In fact, we have to use a
smaller resolution, which is the Lambda algebra. The author plans to write about this
elsewhere.

Remark 3.2 According to Boardman [4], the A–linear map f� has an explicit de-
scription as follows. Let bk be the generator of Hk.BZ=2/ in degree k , dual to
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xk 2 H k.BZ=2/. Then the image of bk under f� is the coefficient of xkC1 in the
expansion of

(3–6)
1Y

iD0

.1˝ 1Cx2i .21�1/
˝ �2i

1 Cx2i .22�1/
˝ �2i

2 Cx2i .23�1/
˝ �2i

3 C � � � /:

Of course, for a fixed degree k , one needs only to consider finite products. The
situation is even simpler for f B

n when B is small because many elements of the form
�2s

t get killed when mapped down to xB� .

For example, if BDE.1/, then the only nontrivial factor in the above infinite product
is i D 0 and so the only nontrivial images are f�.b2t�2/D �t , t � 1.

Now let E be the collection of all elementary sub-Hopf algebras of A. By the naturality
of the transfer TrB , we have the commutative diagram

(3–7) PAH�.BVn/

TrAn
��

iA
D

// PDH�.BVn/

TrD
n

��

iD
E

Š
// lim
 �

E PEH�.BVn/

lim TrE
n

��

H n;nC�.A/
resA

D
// H n;nC�.D/

resD
E

// lim
 �

E H n;nC�.E/;

where the horizontal maps are, or are induced by, the obvious inclusions. Note that
iA
D

is a monomorphism, and iD
E is an isomorphism because D is generated by the

elementary sub-Hopf algebras of A. Of course, the induced maps 'B
n after passing

to GL.n/–coinvariant rings for various B s in the diagram above between need not be
mono nor epi.

For convenience, write TrEn for the inverse limit lim
 �

E PEH�.BVn/, and call it the
E –transfer. The factorization of the E –transfer to the coinvariant ring is denoted by
'E .

3.3 Kameko’s Sq0

Perhaps the the most useful tool in the study of the hit problem and the Singer transfer
is a certain operator defined by Kameko [10]. We discuss the behavior of this operator
with respect to the B –transfer. According to Liulevicius [13] (see also May [17]),
the cohomology of any cocommutative Hopf algebra A is equipped with an action
of the Steenrod algebra where fSq

0
may act nontrivially (ie it is not necessarily the

identity). In fact, fSq
0
W H n;q.A/!H n;2q.A/ is induced by the Frobenius z 7! z2 in

the cochain level.
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Kameko’s operation on PAH�.BVn/ behaves much like fSq
0

. By definition, it is a
map Hd .BVn/!H2dCn.BVn/, given by the formula

Sq0
W bi1
� � � bin

7! b.2i1C1/ � � � b.2inC1/:

In fact, it is easy to check that under the inclusion f� , this operation corresponds
precisely with the Frobenius homomorphism in .A*/n . The following easy lemma
describes the relation between Kameko’s Sq0 and the operations P s

t .

Lemma 3.3 .Sq0z/P0
t D 0 and .Sq0z/P s

t D Sq0.zP s�1
t / when s > 1 for any

z 2H�.BVn/.

Proof This is immediate from formula (2–2).

It follows from this lemma that Kameko’s operation also induces an automorphism
on PBH�.BVn/ where B is one of the sub-Hopf algebras E.m/;D.m/ or D. Thus
Kameko’s Sq0 commutes with the Liulevicius–May fSq

0
via the B –transfer for any

sub-Hopf algebras of the types above.

Remark 3.4 In [6], Carlisle and Wood proved a striking property that the dimension
of the vector space PAH�.BVn/ is bounded, for each n fixed. It can be shown that
the same is true when replacing A by any sub-Hopf algebra D.m/. This is essentially
because the quotient algebra A ==D.m/ is finite. On the other hand, PDH�.BVn/ is
not uniformly bounded. Here is an example in rank 2. Choose a number a > 1, and
for all 1� i � a�1, let ki D 2a.2�2i�1/�1, and `i D 2aCiC1.2�2a�i�1�1/�1.
One can verify, using Corollary 5.3 below, that in degree d D 22aC1 � 2a � 1, all
.a�1/ monomials bki

b`i
are D–annihilated. Since a is chosen arbitrarily, it follows

that PDH�.BV2/ is not uniformly bounded.

4 Two stratification conjectures

In this section, we discuss our conjectures on the domain of the Singer transfer, which
are the analogues of Quillen stratification theorem about the cohomology of finite
groups, and Palmieri’s version for cohomology of the Steenrod algebra. These con-
jectures, if true, would provide some global information on the mysterious algebraL

n PAH�.BVn/.

The lower horizontal maps in (3–7) were studied by Palmieri [24]. We shall first
summarize his results.
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4.1 Palmieri’s stratification theorems

Just as in the classical case of group cohomology, there is an action of the Hopf algebra
A on the cohomology of its sub-Hopf algebra H�;�.D/ such that the image of the
restriction map resA

D
actually lands in the subring ŒH�;�.D/�A of elements that are

invariant under this action. Since D is normal in A and since D�A acts trivially on
the cohomology of itself, we can write H�;�.D/A D H�;�.D/A ==D . The following
is Palmieri’s version of Quillen stratification for the Steenrod algebra.

Theorem 4.1 (Palmieri [24]) The canonical maps

H�;�.A/
resA

D
�! ŒH�;�.D/�A ==D ;

and
H�;�.D/

resD
E
�! lim

 �
E H�;�.E/;

are F –isomorphisms. That is, their kernel and cokernel are nilpotent (in an algebraic
sense).

Moreover, the limit R D lim
 �

E H�;�.E/ is computable. To describe it, recall that
the cohomology of each elementary sub-Hopf algebra E is a polynomial algebra on
elements ht;s which corresponds to each generator P s

t that it contains. The second
theorem of Palmieri says:

Theorem 4.2 (Palmieri [24, Theorem 1.3]) There is an isomorphism of A–algebras

RD F2Œht;sjs < t �=.ht;shv;uju� t/;

where jht;sj D .1; 2
s.2t � 1//. The action of A is given by the Cartan formula and the

following formula on the generators

Sq2k

ht;s D

8̂<̂
:

ht�1;sC1 if k D s and t � 1> sC 1;

ht�1;s if k D sC t � 1 and t � 1> s;

0 otherwise.

It is important to note that the A–action here is induced by the inclusion E � A
for each E 2 E , not the kind of A–action of Liulevicius–May on cohomology of
cocommutative Hopf algebras that we mentioned earlier. For the latter action, it can
be verified in the cochain level that fSq

0
acts on R by sending ht;s to ht;sC1 if

sC 1< t , and sending ht;t�1 to zero.

Combining the two F-isomorphisms in Theorem 4.1, we obtain an isomorphism mod
nilpotents H�;�.A/! RA . There are two major difficulties if we want to use this
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map to study H�;�.A/. First of all, the invariant ring RA , which is another kind
of "hit problem", seems to be very complicated because it has lots of zero divisors.
Secondly, given an invariant element in RA , we do not know which power of it is lifted
to H�;�.A/. On the other hand, several families of elements in RA are known and
we will discuss the problem whether the Singer transfer or its B –analogues detects
several such families in Sections 5 and 6.

4.2 Two conjectures

Base on Palmieri’s results and the Singer conjecture, we make the following conjec-
tures.

Conjecture 4.3 The following canonical homomorphism of algebras,

iAD W
M

n

PAH�.BVn/GL.n/�!

M
n

ŒPDH�.BVn/GL.n/�
A ==D ; and(4–1)

iD
E W

M
n

ŒPDH�.BVn/�GL.n/�!

M
n

lim
 �

E2E ŒPEH�.BVn/�GL.n/;(4–2)

are both F –isomorphisms.

Here is our evidence for making the above conjecture. First of all, they are true for
trivial reasons in degree n D 1. In fact, both maps are isomorphisms in this degree.
Secondly, recall the Singer conjecture that 'A is a monomorphism. If this conjecture
is true, then according to Theorem 4.1, it is necessary that the kernel of the two homo-
morphisms above be nilpotent. Our final evidence is the fact that 'An is an isomorphism
for n � 3. But in these degrees, only h0 2H 1;1.A/ has infinite height, so the kernel
of iAE is nilpotent for n� 3.

We now describe a refinement, by adapting Palmieri’s proof of his theorem, of the first
part of the above conjecture. If M is an A–module of finite type, then the family of
normal sub-Hopf algebras D.m/ induces a filtration

PDM � � � � � PD.m/M � PD.m�1/M � � � � � PAM;

which stabilizes in each degree. The first part of Conjecture 4.3 will be a consequence
of the following.

Conjecture 4.4 For each m� 1. The canonical mapM
n

ŒPD.m�1/H�.BVn/�GL.n/!

M
n

.ŒPD.m/H�.BVn/�GL.n//
D.m�1/==D.m/;

is an F –isomorphism.
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Of course, PD.m�1/H�.BVn/ D ŒPD.m/H�.BVn/�
D.m�1/==D.m/ . The problem al-

luded to is the order of taking GL.n/–coinvariant and taking invariant under Steenrod
operations.

For the second part of Conjecture 4.3, we have the following observation. Since the
family of maximal elementary sub-Hopf algebra E.m/ is cofinal in the category E , we
can define an element in lim

 �
E ŒPEH�.BVn/�GL.n/ as a family of compatible elements

zm 2 ŒPE.m/H�.BVn/�GL.n/ . Compatibility means that the restriction of zm and zm0

to ŒPE.m/\E.m0/H�.BVn/�GL.n/ must be the same for any m and m0 .

On the other hand, in each fixed degree d , any element of Hd .BVn/ is E.m/–
annihilated for m large. It follows that in a compatible family fzmg, one has

zm D zmC1 D � � � 2 ŒHd .BVn/�GL.n/;

for m sufficiently large. It is well-known that the algebra ŒH�.BVn/�GL.n/ , which is
dual to the Dickson algebra of GL.n/–invariants of polynomial algebra on n genera-
tors, is .2n�1� 2/–connected. It follows that any element in the algebraM

n

ŒH�.BVn/�GL.n/

is nilpotent. Indeed, if z 2 ŒHd .BVn/�GL.n/ , then zk 2 ŒHdk.BVnk/�GL.nk/ is in
degree dk , which is less that the connectivity .2nk�1� 2/ for k large.

We have shown that if M
n

limf
E
ŒPEH�.BVn/�GL.n/

denotes the subalgebra of M
n

lim
 �

E ŒPEH�.BVn/�GL.n/

consisting of finite sequences fzmg (ie zm D 0 for all but finitely many values of m).
Then

Lemma 4.5 The inclusion of algebrasM
n

lim
 �

E
f ŒPEH�.BVn/�GL.n/!

M
n

lim
 �

E ŒPEH�.BVn/�GL.n/;

is an F –isomorphism.

This result is relevant to the first part of the conjecture above as well, for there is a
theorem of Hung and Nam [8; 9] which says that the canonical homomorphism

ŒPAH�.BVn/�GL.n/! PA.ŒH�.BVn/�GL.n//;
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is trivial in positive degrees, as soon as n� 3. Thus the image of the canonical mapM
n

ŒPAH�.BVn/�GL.n/!

M
n

lim
 �

E ŒPEH�.B.BVn//�GL.n/;

actually lands in the subalgebra of finite sequences in Lemma 4.5.

It would be interesting also to see whether the theorem of Hung and Nam mentioned
above remain true when the Steenrod algebra is replaced by a sub-Hopf algebra, say
the family D.m/, or even the sub-Hopf algebra D .

5 Study of the E –transfer

In this section, we investigate the subring PEH�.BVn/ where E is an elementary
sub-Hopf algebra of A. We pay particular attention to the case when E is a maximal
one.

5.1 E.m/–annihilated elements in H�.BZ=2/

The formula (3–6) serves as an efficient means to compute the image of bk in A� as
well as E� . Recall that we have f�.b2kC1/D .f�bk/

2 , so in principle, we need only
to compute the image of evenly graded elements.

Notation 5.1 For each k�0, write kC1D2�.2��1/. Clearly, � and � are uniquely
determined by k . In fact, � is the smallest non-negative integer such that 2� … k . We
reserve the letters � and � for such a presentation.

Lemma 5.2 bk is E.m/–annihilated if and only if either (i) � �m or (ii) � <m and
� � 2m�1 .

Proof Recall that E.m/ is generated by the operations P s
t in which s<m� t . Thus

to be E.m/–annihilated, k must satisfies the condition that for any s <m, if 2s … k ,
then k < 2sCt for all t �m.

If � �m, then 2s 2 k for any s <m, so bk is clearly E.m/–annihilated. If � <m,
then k D 2�.2�� 1/� 1< 2�Cm which implies � � 2m�1 .

The following Corollary is immediate.

Corollary 5.3 bk is D–annihilated if and only if � � 2� .
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5.2 Some properties of the E.m/–transfer

Recall from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that the composition

f E.m/
n W PE.m/H�.BVn/

f
˝n
�
�! .SA�/n! .E.m/

�
/n;

is a chain level representation for TrE.m/
n . Moreover,

E.m/� DA� =.�1; : : : ; �m�1; �
2m

m ; �2m

mC1; : : : /:

Our first result says that the image of f E.m/
n has a rather strict form.

Lemma 5.4 Under f E.m/
1

W H�.BZ=2/! E.m/
�

, the image of bk is nontrivial if
and only if k can be written in the form

(5–1) k D 2s1.2t1 � 1/C � � �C 2s`.2t` � 1/� 1;

for some 0 � s1 < � � � < s` � .m� 1/, and m � t1; : : : ; t` . Moreover, the `–tuple
.s1; : : : s`/ is unique, up to a permutation.

Proof We make use of Boardman’s formula (3–6). When projecting down to E.m/
�

,
the infinite product in this formula is actually a finite product since �2s

t D 0 in E.m/�

for all s�m. So the image of bk under T
E.m/
1

is the coefficient of xkC1 in the finite
product

m�1Y
iD0

.1˝ 1Cx2i .2m�1/
˝ �2i

m Cx2i .2mC1�1/
˝ �2i

mC1Cx2i .2mC2�1/
˝ �2i

mC2C � � � /:

Thus bk is mapped to the sum of
Q`

iD0 �
2si

ti
for each presentation of k in the form

(5–1). For the uniqueness of the set fs1; : : : ; s`g. Observe that the equality

2s1.2t1 � 1/C � � �C 2si .2ti � 1/D 2u1.2v1 � 1/C � � �C 2uj .2vj � 1/;

implies that
2s1 C � � �C 2si � 2u1 C � � �C 2uj .mod 2/m;

But both sides in the above equation are at most 20C� � �C2m�1D 2m�1, hence they
must be actually equals. We then obtain two binary expansion of the same number,
which implies that the two set of indices fs1; : : : ; sig and fu1; : : : ;uj g are the same.

Lemma 5.5 The image of the E.1/–transfer is the polynomial subalgebra generated
by h1;0 .
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Proof From the previous lemma, we see that f E.1/
1

.bm/ is nontrivial iff mD 2t �2

for some t � 1. Note that if t � 2, then m is even. So a monomial consisting of
only bm of the form above with at least one index m > 0 cannot be a summand of a
P0

1
–annihilated (hence E.1/–annihilated) element.

For m> 1, even in the case of E.2/, we have not yet been able to calculate the whole
image of the E.m/–transfer, however, we have the following result.

Proposition 5.6 For each m�1, the subalgebra F2Œhm;sj0� s<m� of H�;�.E.m//D

F2Œht;sjs <m� t � is in the image the E.m/–transfer.

Proof Since the transfer is an algebra homomorphism, it suffices to show that for
each 0� s � .m� 1/,

� b2s.2m�1/�1 2 PE.m/H�.Z=2/, and

� f
E.m/

1
sends b2s.2t�1/�1 to Œ�2s

t �.

The first item is immediate from Lemma 5.2. In fact, b2s.2m�1/�1 is E.n/–annihilated
for all n>m. For the second item, it suffices to note that in a presentation of 2s.2t �

1/� 1 in the form (5–1),

2s.2t
� 1/� 1D 2s1.2t1 � 1/C � � �C 2s`.2t` � 1/� 1;

it follows that 2s D 2s1C� � �C 2s` by Lemma 5.4. This equation clearly has only one
possible solution: `D 1 and s1 D s . But then t1 D t , so we are done.

Taking limits over all m� 1, we obtain the following result.

Corollary 5.7 For each m� 1, any element of the form

hi0;:::im�1
D h

i0

m;0
� � � h

im�1

m;m�1
;

where im�1 > 0 in the algebra R of Theorem 4.2 is contained in the image of the total
E –transfer 'E .

Proof First of all, observe that the family of maximal sub-Hopf algebras E.m/ forms
a cofinal system in E . Thus to construct an element in the inverse limit

lim
 �

E

M
n

ŒPEH�.BVn/�GL.n/;

it suffices to define it on the E.m/s.
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Now for any element of the form in the Corollary, we can define its preimage as the
compatible sequence which is zero for E ¤E.m/, and

bi0;:::im�1
D b

i0

20.2m�1/�1
: : : b

im�1

2m�1.2m�1/�1

when E DE.m/. The fact that this sequence is compatible is because the restriction
of bi0;:::im�1

to any intersection E.m/ \ E.m0/ is trivial. Here we have used the
condition that im�1 � 1.

Corollary 5.8 The subalgebra of H�;�.D/ generated by ht;t�1 , t � 1, is contained
in the image of the D–transfer.

Proof It is clear that b2t�1.2t�1/�1 is D–annihilated. On the other hand, we have
that f�.b2t�1.2t�1/�1/D .f�b2t�2/

2t�1

. Since �2s

t D 0 in D� for all s� t , it follows
easily that the image of b2t�1.2t�1/�1 in D� is �2t�1

t which is a cycle representing
ht;t�1 .

Remark 5.9 The set of elements of the form hi0;:::im�1
with im�1>0 is the complete

set of A–invariant monomials in R (see Palmieri [24, page 433]). Palmieri’s theorem
then predicts that some power, say ˛m , of it comes from H�;�.A/. If our Conjecture
4.3 is true, then there would be another exponent ˇm for which b

ˇm

i0;:::im�1
comes from

a GL–coinvariant element of PAH�V . The two exponents are probably not equal
in general. For example, if m D 1, then hm;m�1 corresponds to the element called
h0 in H 1;1.A/ and ˛1 D ˇ1 D 1. But in the case m D 2, then ˛2 D 4 where h4

2;1

corresponds to the element called g in H 4;24.A/. However, g is not an element of the
A–transfer (see Bruner, Hà and Hung [5]; also see the next section for a quick proof).
We do not know what ˛m and ˇm are in general. But for mD2, we conjecture that one
can take ˇ2 D 6 (Equivalently, this means that the element denoted by r 2H 6;36.A/
is in the image of 'A

6
.)

One may wonder whether Proposition 5.6 describes all elements in the image of the
E.m/–transfer. This is not the case, as our next example show.

Proposition 5.10 h3;0h2;1 is in the image of the E –transfer.

Proof We will construct an element in the inverse limit lim
 �

E ŒPEH11.BV2/�GL.2/

whose image in R is h3;0h2;1 . Let b 2 H11.BV2/ be the sum b D b6b5C b3b8C

b9b2 C b10b1 C b7b4 . By direct inspection, b is E.2/–annihilated. We claim that
b represents a nontrivial element in the coinvariant ring ŒPE.2/H11.BV2/�GL.2/ but
represents a trivial class when replacing E.2/ by any other E �E.2/.
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Indeed, one verifies that the only E.2/–annihilated elements in H11.BV2/ are b0b11 ,
b and their obvious permutations. It follows that b represent a nontrivial element in
ŒPE.2/H11.BV2/�GL.2/ .

On the other hand, if � 2GL.2/ denote the matrix
�

1 1
1 0

�
and � the standard permu-

tation, then we have

b11b0C �.b11b0/DbC �bC b0b11 b9b2C �.b9b2/DbC b11b0:

Thus if E is a sub-algebra of E.2/ such that b9b2 is E–annihilated, then b repre-
sents the trivial class in the corresponding coinvariant ring. This condition is true for
the subalgebras E.2/ \ E.m/ for any other m. We can now define an element in
lim
 �

E ŒPEH11.BV2/�GL.2/ by taking its value to be Œb� when E DE.2/ and zero for
other E DE.m/.

It remains to verify that the image of this element under the E –transfer is h3;0h2;1 . For
this purpose, note that under the map f�W H�.BZ=2/!SA� , we see that f�.b3/D �

4
1

,
f�.b9/D �

10
1
C �4

1
�2

2
, f�.b1/D �

2
1

, and f�.b4/D �
5
1
C �2

1
�2 , all are mapped to zero

in E.2/
�

. It follows that the restriction of b to .E.2/
�
/2 is b6b5 which represents

h3;0h2;1 .

We remark that this element does not come from ŒPDH11.BV2/�GL.2/ . For the only
nontrivial element in the latter is

P10
iD1bib11�i and its image in ŒPE.2/H11.BV2/�GL.2/

is bC �b � 0. Our Conjecture 4.3 then predicts that Œb� is nilpotent.

Another useful question is to find a necessary criteria so that an element in H�;�.E.m//

is not in the image of the E.m/–transfer. For this, we have the following.

Proposition 5.11 Any element in H�;�.E.m// which contains a monomial of the
form hD ht1;s � � � htk ;s where not all ti Dm, is not in the image of the E.m/–transfer.

Proof By way of contradiction, suppose that h is a nontrivial summand of an element
which is in the image of the E.m/–transfer. This implies that there is an E.m/–
annihilated element which contains the monomial

b D b2s.2t1�1/�1 � � � b2s.2tk�1/�1;

as a nontrivial summand. Equivalently, the dual of b

x D x
2s.2t1�1/�1
1

� � �x
2s.2tk�1/�1

k
;

is E.m/–indecomposable. We will show that this last statement is not true. Indeed,
observe that for each t , 2s … 2s.2t � 1/� 1D .2sCt � 1/� 2s . Thus by Lemma 2.1,
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x2s.2t�1/�1 is P s
`

–annihilated for any `. It follows that if there exist ti > n, say t1 ,
then P s

t1�1
2E.m/ and

P s
t1�1.x

2sCt1�1

1 x
2s.2t2�1/�1
2

� � �x
2s.2tk�1/�1

k
/D x

2s.2t1�1/�1
1

� � �x
2s.2tk�1/�1

k
:

The lemma is proved.

Example 5.12 Here is an example of the usefulness of the last proposition. In [24],
Palmieri asserted that there is an A–invariant element of R of the form

z12;80
D h8

2;0h4
3;1C h8

3;0h4
2;1C h11

2;1h3;1:

This element contains the monomial h11
2;1

h3;1 of the form described in Proposition
5.11, thus z12;80 or any of its powers cannot be in the image of the E.2/–transfer.

6 Applications to the rank 4 transfer

The cohomology of the Steenrod algebra in cohomological degree 4 has been com-
pletely determined by Lin and Mahowald [12]. In particular, there are three generators,
namely d0 2 H 4;18.A/,e0 2 H 4;21.A/, and g 2 H 4;24.A/ whose restriction to the
sub-Hopf algebra E.2/ are nontrivial. According to Zachariou [32; 33], their images
in H 4;�.E.2// are h2

2;0
h2

2;1
, h2;0h3

2;1
and h4

2;1
respectively. Furthermore, iA

E.2/
is a

monomorphism in these degrees. In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1. That g , in
fact the whole family of generators gi D .Sq0/ig , are not in the image of the rank 4

transfer was first proved by Bruner, Hà and Hung [5]. We provide here a different proof
which is less calculational. The elements d0 and e0 are in Hung’s list of conjectural
elements that must be in the image of the transfer, provided the Singer conjecture holds.
Our results thus partially complete his list3. Recall first that under the map f E.2/

4
, the

images of bk for k � 20 are all trivial, except the following:

b2 7�! �2 b5 7�! �2
2

b6 7�! �3 b8 7�! �3
2

b11 7�! �4
2

b12 7�! �2
2
�3 b13 7�! �2

3
b14 7�! �4 b16 7�! �2�

2
3

b20 7�! �2�4C �
3
3

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is divided into three parts, corresponding to the three gen-
erators in question.

3Recently, Nam [22] claimed to have verified most cases in Hung’s list by using a completely different
method.
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6.1 g is not in the image of the transfer

We prove by contradiction. Suppose that there is an element z 2 PAH20.BV4/ such
that 'A

4
.Œz�/ D g . Since the restriction of g to H�.E.2// is h4

2;1
, it follows eas-

ily that z must contains the monomial b5b5b5b5 as a nontrivial summand. Dually,
we have that the monomial x5

1
x5

2
x5

3
x5

4
D 5555 is indecomposable in the A–module

H 20.BV4/. We will show that this latter statement is not true. In [30], Wood proved
Peterson’s conjecture which says that a monomial in degree d with exactly r odd
exponents such that ˛.dCr/> r is A–decomposable; where ˛.m/ counts the number
of non-zero digits in the binary expansion of m. His proof makes use of an important
observation, nowadays known as Wood’s �–trick, that for any two homogeneous poly-
nomials u and v in the polynomial algebra H�.BVn/ and any Steenrod operation � ,
u.�v/ is A–decomposable iff .�.�/u/v is, where � is the canonical conjugation in
A.

Writing u� v whenever u� v is A–decomposable, we have

5555D Sq8.2222/� 1111�2222� .�Sq8/1111

�2222� Œ.4422/C .8211/�

�.6; 6; 4; 4/C .10; 4; 3; 3/� .10; 4; 3; 3/;

where a monomial in brackets means that we take the sum of all possible permutations
of that monomial. But the monomial .10; 4; 3; 3/ is A–decomposable because ˛.20C

2/D 3> 2. We have a contradiction.

It can be easily seen that the proof above also works for any other generator gi D

.fSq
0
/ig .

6.2 d0 is in the image of the transfer

We will show that there exists an element z 2 PAH14BV4 such that it contains an
odd number of permutations of 2255. Assuming that such an element exists, then its
image under the canonical maps

PAH14.BV4/ ,! PE.2/H14.BV4/! ŒPE.2/H14.BV4/�GL.4/;

is the equivalent class of 2525 because in degree 14, there are only two possible type
of monomials, namely 2255 and 2228 that maps nontrivially to E.2/

�
. The latter

monomial obviously cannot be a nontrivial summand of any A–annihilated element.
It follows that the image of z under the A–transfer is an element in H 4;14.A/ whose
restriction to H 4;14.E.2// is h2

2;0
h2

2;1
. Thus z is a chain-level representation of d0 .
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In fact, one can verify that the A–annihilated element

z D xC .2; 3/xC .1; 3/xC .3155C 5513C 5135C 5315C 5333/;

where

xD .2255C2165C1256C1166C4253C4163C3263C2435C1436C2336C4433/;

is a representation of d0 . Indeed, to verify that this sum is indeed A–annihilated, we
need only consider the effects of Sq1;Sq2 and Sq4 because of the unstable condition.
By direct calculation, we have

Sq1x D Sq14433D4333C 3433;

Sq2x D3153C 1335C 3333;

Sq4x D1333C 3133:

It follows that xC .2; 3/xC .1; 3/x is Sq1 – and Sq4 –nil. Moreover,

Sq2ŒxC .2; 3/xC .1; 3/x�D 3153C 3513C 3315C 5133C 3333:

The extra summand .3155C 5513C 5135C 5315C 5333/ is needed to kill off the
effect of Sq2 .

6.3 e0 is in the image of the transfer

There is only one type of monomial, namely 2555, in H17.BV4/ whose image in
.E.2/

�
/4 is nontrivial. As in the proof for d0 , it suffices to show that there exists an

element of PAH17BV4 which contains an odd number of permutations of 2555.

We exhibit an explicit element of such form below.

2555C 1655C 18.53/C 17.63/C 14.75/C 13.76/C 14.93/C 23.93/

C 12.95/C 11; 10; 5C 1169C 12.11; 3/C 4.355/C 11; 12; 3C 114; 11C

C 1187C 2177C 112; 13C 111; 14C 3356C 3635C 3563

C 5336C 5633C 5363C 6.335/C 8333C 7433C 7253C 7163

C 2933C 1; 10; 33C 2735C 2375C 2357C 1736C 1376C 1367:
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